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Abstract
In this study, we developed an automated off-topic response detection system as a supplementary module for an automated proficiency scoring system for non-native English speakers' spontaneous speech. Given a spoken response, the system first generates an automated transcription using an ASR system trained on non-native speech, and then generates a set of features to assess similarity to the question. In contrast to previous studies which required a large set of training responses for each question, the proposed system only requires the question text, thus increasing the practical impact of the system, since new questions can be added to a test dynamically. However, questions are typically short and the traditional approach based on exact word matching does not perform well. In order to address this issue, a set of features based on neural embeddings and a convolutional neural network (CNN) were used. A system based on the combination of all features achieved an accuracy of 87% on a balanced dataset, which was substantially higher than the accuracy of a baseline system using question-based vector space models (49%). Additionally, this system almost reached the accuracy of vector space based model using a large set of responses to test questions (93%).

1. Introduction
This study aims to develop an off-topic detection system as a part of an automated oral proficiency scoring system. The automated scoring system was designed to score spoken responses to a test of English speaking proficiency. When students are fatigued, unmotivated, distracted, they may not respond seriously. For instance, students may recite their response to a previous question (referred to as off-topic responses hereafter). Such responses often have sub-optimal characteristics which make it difficult for the automated scoring system to provide a valid score. In order to address this issue, the automated scoring system can employ a "filtering model" (hereafter, FM) to filter out off-topic responses. By filtering out such problematic responses, the remaining responses can be scored by the automated scoring system without concerns about scoring errors resulting from problematic responses.

Filtering off-topic responses is concerned with issues related to topicality. However, these issues are found at different ranks on [1]'s hierarchy of five similarity levels (unrelated, on the general topic, on the specific topic, same facts, and copied). In particular, off-topic responses belong to the unrelated group. In this study, we focus on off-topic responses and develop an automated FM which detects off-topic responses by utilizing semantic similarity measures. Especially, we use only the question text and do not use sample responses for test questions.

With the introduction of the FM, the overall architecture of our automated scoring system will be as follows. For a given spoken response, the system performs speech recognition and speech processing. Given the ASR output and the speech signal, it computes a set of linguistic features assessing pronunciation, prosody, vocabulary, and grammar skills. In addition, document similarity features are generated based on word hypotheses and content models. The FM then uses the similarity features to filter out off-topic responses. Finally, the remaining responses are scored by the automated scoring model. In this study, we will only focus on the FM part of the overall architecture.

2. Relevant studies
Previous studies, such as [2, 3, 4], focused on scoring of highly restricted speech (e.g., read-aloud) and detected off-topic responses using features derived from the automated speech recognition (ASR) system. This approach achieved good performance for restricted speech, but it is not appropriate for tasks that elicit unconstrained, spontaneous speech.

[5] applied document similarity features to detect gaming responses for an English speaking proficiency test that elicits spontaneous speech from non-native speakers. They developed a set of similarity features between a test response and a large number of question-specific responses (sample responses provided to the same question as the test response) using VSM (vector space model) and word overlaps. These features were used in identifying gaming responses with topic problems (e.g., question repetition and off-topic responses) and showed promising performance.

Approaches like those above require a sizable amount of response data for each question, and collecting question-specific data is an expensive and difficult task. To address this issue, [6] developed a system for detecting off-topic essays without the need for question-specific responses; the system was based on similarity features between the question text and the test response. The performance of this system was lower than the benchmark system trained on question-specific responses, but it achieved a substantial improvement over a majority-based baseline. [7] further improved this system by expanding question texts to include synonyms, inflected forms, and distributionally similar words to the question content. The performance of [7] showed a substantial improvement for questions consisting of only a small amount of text.

More recently, various approaches based on deep-neural networks (DNN) and word-embeddings trained on large corpora have showed promising performance in document similarity detection (e.g., [8, 9, 10]). In contrast to traditional similarity features, which are limited to a reliance on exact word matching (e.g., content vector analysis), these new approaches have the advantage of capturing topically relevant words that
are not identical. [11] and [12] applied this approach to the task of off-topic detection in spoken responses and essays, respectively, and achieved substantial improvements over systems using only word-matching. Based on the success of these previous studies, we will apply various DNN-based approaches and word-embeddings for off-topic spoken response detection in the context of automated speech scoring. Notably, there are large differences in length between the input pairs (i.e., the question text and a spoken response), and also among the test responses. In order to address this issue, we also explore methods that are efficient in handling differences in input length.

3. Data
We used a collection of spoken responses from an assessment of English proficiency. The assessment was composed of questions in which speakers were prompted to provide approximately one minute of spontaneous speech. Each question asked test takers to provide information about or opinions on familiar topics based on their personal experience or background knowledge. The question texts were short and composed of fewer than four sentences. The number of words in each question text ranged from 17 to 48, and the average and standard deviation of word length were 33.3 and 8.7, respectively.

A dataset comprised of 60,000 responses was used for the training and evaluation of off-topic FMs (hereafter, FM set). First, 20 questions covering diverse topics were selected, and 30,000 responses were elicited using them (hereafter, on-topic responses). Since we did not have a large set of authentic off-topic responses collected from actual administrations of the test, we used students’ responses elicited from different questions. For this purpose, 50 questions that did not overlap with on-topic questions were selected, and 30,000 responses to those questions were selected. The FM set was further partitioned into 20 folds, and each fold included responses to one on-topic question and randomly selected off-topic responses. Each fold was balanced in that it consisted of 1,500 on-topic and 1,500 off-topic responses.

The responses contained 106.0 words on average, but there was substantial variation in length among the responses, with word counts ranging from 1 to 218. Responses were rated by trained human raters using a 4-point scoring scale, where 1 indicated low speaking proficiency and 4 indicated high speaking proficiency. The raters gave a score of 0 when test takers did not show any intention to directly respond to the question. The majority of the zero score responses were blank responses. Finally, the raters also labeled responses as TD (technical difficulty) when responses contained technical issues that were substantial enough to make it impossible to provide a valid score by a human rater (e.g., background noise or audio distortion). These TD and 0 responses were excluded from the dataset since the current study is focused on the detection of topicality issues. The speakers, question information, and the average proficiency of English proficiency. The assessment was composed of questions except the questions used in FM set.

4. Method
4.1. Overview
In this study, we used various features that assess document similarity for off-topic response detection. As a baseline system, we trained a tf·idf weighted vector space model using only question texts and a large set of responses that do not include any question-specific responses used in the evaluation set. Next, we developed a set of features based on word-embeddings and neural networks. Finally, we trained response-based VSMs as a benchmark system using the question-specific-response dataset.

4.2. Question-based VSMs
We trained a VSM for each question separately, since the topic of each question was unique. The question text was converted into a single vector, and tf was trained only using this vector. We collected 125,000 responses elicited from 319 questions and used it to calculate an idf. The dataset covered a wide range of questions except the questions used in FM set.

4.3. Weighted embeddings
Following [12]’s approach, we created word-embedding-based features using a publicly available word embedding vectors trained on the Google News corpus by [13]. It contains 300-dimensional vectors for 3 million unique words and phrases. The following two features were generated:

- averaged word embeddings: We created a vector for each question by mapping each word in the question text to a corresponding word embedding vector and averaging them. Next, we created a vector for a test response using the same process. Finally, we calculated the cosine similarity between the question vector and the response vector.
- idf weighted word embeddings: we calculated an idf weighted word embedding feature by scaling each word embedding vector by the corresponding idf weight and averaging the scaled vectors. We calculated the cosine similarity between these weighted vectors.

4.4. Word Mover’s Distance (WMDist)
Word mover’s distance (WMDist; [8]) is a distance measure between two documents based on word-embeddings. When the embeddings of each word are represented as a vector, the distance between two words can be measured using the Euclidean distance between the two corresponding word vectors in the embedding space. WMDist represents the sum of the minimum values among the Euclidean word distances between words in the two compared documents (a source and a target). For each word in a source, WMDist algorithm first selects a word with a minimum Euclidean distance from the target then sums up their distances. This minimization problem is a special case of Earth Mover’s Distance ([14, 15]) (hence the name), for which efficient algorithms are available. [8] report that WMDist outperformed other distance measures on document retrieval tasks, and that the embeddings trained on the Google News corpus consistently performed well across a variety of contexts. WMDist does not rely on exact word matching, and therefore, at least theoretically, can be more robust against the potential inflation of document similarity when a long document with a large number of content words is compared to a short document. WMDist was, therefore, well-suited as a distance measure between responses and question texts, which often differ in length.

For this experiment, we used the same word embeddings used in weighted embedding features as the input for the WMDist calculation. We first deleted stop words in the responses and the questions. We then calculated the WMDist between responses and questions using the WMDist implementation in the gensim package[16]. Each response was compared
Table 1: Number of responses and distribution of test questions in the on-topic and off-topic FM sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th># Responses</th>
<th># Speakers</th>
<th># Questions</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-topic</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-topic</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5. Siamese-CNN

Successful applications of Siamese networks to the task of image matching [17] has led to the application of the algorithm to similar problems in natural language processing. It has been applied to the detection of similar sentences and has shown competitive performance [9, 10, 18]. Therefore, we also applied a Siamese network to our off-topic detection task. We assumed that the similarity distance between an on-topic response and its question would be closer than the similarity distance between an off-topic response and its question.

Our siamese network consisted of three main components as shown in Figure 1: two convolutional networks with shared weights, a layer for similarity calculation, and a fully connected neural network. The twin convolutional networks shared parameters although the networks received two distinct inputs (i.e., test questions and responses). We followed [19] in implementing the convolutional networks. An advantage of the shared parameters is that questions and responses are mapped to the same feature space. In the layer for similarity calculation, element-wise absolute differences between output vectors of the twin CNNs were calculated. The absolute differences were passed into the fully connected neural network. The last layer of the fully connected neural network was a sigmoid layer for binary classes. We borrowed this idea from [20], in order to learn the semantic differences from reduced feature vectors of CNNs during training. We used the FM set to train the network since it requires both on-topic and off-topic responses. Using the 20 folds described in Section 3, we trained the network using 19 folds and generated features on the remaining fold.

4.6. Response-based VSMs (response-VSM)

We trained tf models for the 20 questions contained in the FM on-topic set. For this purpose, we collected an additional 20,000 responses (1,000 responses per question) and trained distinct tf models for each question. Assuming that the responses with the highest proficiency scores contain the most diverse and appropriate words related to the topic, we only selected responses with a score of 4. We obtained the ASR-based transcriptions of the responses, and all responses to the same question were converted into a single vector. In this study, the term was a word unigram and the document was the response. We used the same idf weights that were trained for Question-based VSMs.

5. Experiments

A gender independent acoustic model (AM) was built with 800 hours of speech extracted from the same English oral proficiency test, using the Kaldi toolkit [21]. The AM training dataset contained 52,200 spoken responses from 8,700 speakers. It was based on a 5-layer DNN with p-norm nonlinearity using layer-wise supervised backpropagation training. The language model (LM) was a trigram language model trained using the same dataset used for AM training. This ASR system achieved a Word Error Rate of 23% on the 600 held-out responses. Detailed information about the ASR system is provided in [22]. Word hypotheses were generated for each response in the dataset described in Table 1, and the set of features described in Section 4 were generated based on these ASR transcriptions.

Decision tree models were trained to predict binary values (on-topic and off-topic) using the FM set and the J48 algorithm (WEKA implementation of C4.5) in the WEKA machine learning toolkit [23]. We conducted 20-fold cross-validation using the FM set partitioned into 20 folds as described in 3. The model was trained on 19 sets and evaluated on the remaining set. There was no overlap in on-topic questions between the train and evaluation sets. In this way, the FM was trained without using responses for questions used in the evaluation set; this scenario thus shows the system performance that would be expected when both content models and FMs are not updated for new test questions that are introduced to the assessment. We report the average of the 20 folds in the result section.

In order to compare the impact of various similarity features on the quality of off-topic response detection, we first trained four different models by including only one set of similarity features: question-based VSM feature (baseline), Weighted embedding, WMDist, Siamese-CNN. These features were based only on question texts without the question-specific response set. Hereafter, we will refer to them as question-based features. Finally, we trained a new model combining all question-based features. The results are presented in Table 2.

As a benchmark comparison, we trained a model using the response-based VSM features using the question-specific response set. These results are presented in the last row of Table 2.
6. Results

We report the performance of models in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score for detecting off-topic responses. In this study, the accuracy of the majority class baseline (classifying all responses as on-topic responses) was 50% since the proportion of on-topic and off-topic responses was balanced.

Table 2: Performance of FMs in off-topic detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Set</th>
<th>Acc.</th>
<th>Pre.</th>
<th>Rec.</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question-VSMs</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Embeddings</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMDist</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese-CNN</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 2 show that the word-embedding and DNN-based models outperformed the question VSM-based model. Both the accuracy and F-score of the question VSM-based model were low and the accuracy was close to the majority baseline. Among the neural embedding-based models, both the Siamese-CNN-based model and the WMDist-based model achieved good performance with accuracies of 82%. The combination of all features resulted in further improvement, with both accuracy and F-score around 0.87.

Finally, we compared the model based on the combination of all question-based features (All) with the response VSM-based model, for which both accuracy and F-score were around 0.93. While All question-based feature model did not achieve a better performance than the response-based VSM model, the results are still encouraging since it did not make use of any question-specific responses and achieved an accuracy of 87%.

In order to use models in actual operational assessments, it is important that the models show consistent performance throughout all questions. In order to examine the impact of different questions on off-topic detection, we calculated the accuracy for each question separately. Table 3 summarizes the average, standard deviation, and minimum accuracy across the 20 different questions contained in the evaluation set. In this table, we only used our best performing system (All) and the benchmarking system (Response-based VSMs).

Table 3: Question-specific accuracy of FMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response-based VSMs</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accuracy of the proposed system (All) varied substantially across different questions. The standard deviation (0.081) was almost twice larger than the standard deviation of the response-based VSMs (0.043). This is a critical challenge for the system to be deployed in the operational assessment, and we will further need to investigate how to reduce this performance fluctuation across different questions. We will further investigate this issue in our future study.

7. Conclusions

In this study, an off-topic response detection system was developed for an automated speech proficiency scoring system. In order to provide a system that can be scaled efficiently in an operational assessment, the model was trained without any test taker responses for new questions. The combination of similarity features based on VSMs, neural-embeddings, and CNN resulted in a high-performing detection module. However, due to lack of a large set of authentic off-topic responses, we instead used a large set of responses to different questions. In further examination of this topic, we need to collect authentic off-topic responses and use them for system development. In order to draw more confident conclusions it is especially important to have authentic data for system evaluation. Moreover, we included the same amount of off-topic responses as on-topic responses, but the percentage of these responses is likely to be substantially lower in the authentic test situation. Therefore, we need to develop an automated system that can achieve high performance in a sparse distribution of off-topic responses. We will further investigate these questions in future study.
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